Aiming at massive participation and open access education, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have attracted millions of learners over the past few years. However, the high dropout rate of learners is considered to be one of the most crucial factors that may hinder the development of MOOCs. To tackle this problem, statistical models have been developed to predict dropout behavior based on learner activity logs. Although predictive models can foresee the dropout behavior, it is still difficult for users to understand the reasons behind the predicted results and further design interventions to prevent dropout. In addition, with a better understanding of dropout, researchers in the area of predictive modeling in turn can improve the models. In this paper, we introduce DropoutSeer, a visual analytics system which not only helps instructors and education experts understand the reasons for dropout, but also allows researchers to identify crucial features which can further improve the performance of the models. Both the heterogeneous data extracted from three different kinds of learner activity logs (i.e., clickstream, forum posts and assignment records) and the predicted results are visualized in the proposed system. Case studies and expert interviews have been conducted to demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of DropoutSeer.
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1 **INTRODUCTION**

MOOCs have become increasingly popular since 2012, during which the three major MOOC platforms have been launched. Quite a large number of universities and educational institutions have spent considerable time and effort in developing and delivering high-
quality courses. However, many problems regarding MOOCs and their effectiveness remain unsolved. One of the most crucial issues which have been widely debated is the high dropout rate. Although more than 10,000 registrants often enroll for a single MOOC course, the dropout rate is usually higher than 70%, and can even reach 90% [4, 25, 32]. This problem has aroused much attention from both the researchers and the public.

To tackle this problem, researchers in the field of machine learning have built various models to predict dropout. The benefit of these predictive models is mainly two-fold. First, predictive models not only calculate the dropout probability of different learners but also identify crucial factors correlating to it. Using these factors, instructors are then able to design interventions to keep or even enhance the engagement of learners. For instance, with the help from instructors or teaching assistants, learners who intend to finish the course but still encounter some unsolvable problems might continue with their studies. Second, dropout prediction facilitates the understanding and classification of various motivations and behavior of online learning. Usually an online course attracts learners from diverse educational and cultural backgrounds with different motivations towards the course. By analyzing and predicting learners’ actions, predictive models can provide researchers with clearer relationships between learners intentions and their learning activity.

Although predictive models are powerful in terms of identifying learners who may drop the course, there are still huge gaps between the predicted results and the dropout reasons. On the one hand, dropout analysis involves MOOC data, which in nature are large scale, heterogeneous and temporally evolved. Also, the data contain noises and only a small number of learners remain active throughout the course period. Therefore, it is extremely difficult for instructors and education analysts to associate the likelihood of dropout with the learning activity. For example, if a learner re-watches a certain video segment for many times right before finishing a related assignment problem, his/her assignment performance may be enhanced if the relevant reviewed content is clearly conveyed, thereby motivating the learner to continue his/her course. By contrast, if a learner asks questions on the forum but receive no response or no valuable feedback, he/she may give up the assignment or even quit the course very soon. On the other hand, the reasons of dropout are diverse and highly personalized. Even for experienced instructors, they still require tools to help them associate the learning activity with the potential reasons of dropout. Visual analytics methods and techniques are suitable for tasks that analysis of large amounts of information is required and can not be solely solved by computational methods or human effort [35, 21]. Therefore, we believe that a visualization system can be beneficial for solving the dropout problem, and this observation initially motivates our work.

By correlating the predicted results from models with the learning activity, not only can instructors better design a MOOC course, but also can machine learning researchers construct more effective predictive models. For instance, two recent works [20, 34] claim that feature ideation is a critical step in the model building process to build a highly accurate model. However, given the complexity of MOOC data, less effective features become the bottleneck in many existing models. By exploring the data using a visualization system, machine learning researchers can obtain feedback on their models and better understand the data even with little domain knowledge. In this way, more accurate models can be built.

To address the aforementioned problems, we present a visualization system, DropoutSeer, which allows both instructors and researchers in predictive modeling to better understand the reasons for the dropout behavior through joint analysis of video watching behavior, assignment performance and forum discussion. We follow a user-centered design process and involve both course instructors and machine learning researchers at each stage of the iterative system development. During this process, we realize that normally instruc-
tors do not have much knowledge in machine learning nor a strong mathematical background. Accordingly, intuitive visual designs must be proposed to users with relevant information. Moreover, upon the prediction results, users also need to classify them into meaningful subgroups so as to find regular and irregular patterns, and identify the typical learner clusters and outliers. Therefore, the system should be both intuitive and interactive for end users.

DropoutSeer contains four linked views: 1) a cluster view presents the clustered learner groups; 2) a timeline view illustrates the click-stream behavior and the assignment performance of different learner groups; 3) a flow view links the posts of learners with the timeline view; and 4) a dashboard view lists some general information and allows various filtering. We also carefully design a novel diagram for temporal pattern detection and smooth transitions over different views. To evaluate our system, we conduct both case studies and expert interviews with five end users. The results prove the usefulness and effectiveness of our system.

The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A visualization system which integrates four linked visual designs to enable analysts to identify learning patterns related to dropout behavior at multiple scales.
• A novel temporal data visualization design which uncovers the learners’ detailed learning activity.
• Case studies with real datasets and expert interviews with domain experts to demonstrate how our system can help instructors and machine learning researchers to analyze the reasons for dropout behavior.

2 RELATED WORK

This section presents current research on dropout prediction, visualization in MOOCs, time-series visualization and predictive model visualization.

2.1 Dropout Prediction

Many works have tried to describe the dropout prediction to a binary classification problem. We first review the features used for this task, and then introduce the machine learning models adopted.

The common features used in existing works are learners activity logs of accessing different parts of a course such as the videos, the course forum and course wiki [2, 20, 29, 34]. The activity logs can be first separated into different time periods (e.g., by week) and then concatenated and represented by their statistical features [2, 20, 29, 34]. Sinha et al. [32, 33] further considered the students activities as sequential data. They also formed a directed graph to represent the sequential structure [33], and extracted features based on several typical short activity sequences rather than single activities [32].

With the extracted features, many classical machine learning models have been tested, including Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2, 20, 33], Decision Tree [29], and Logistic Regression [4, 34]. The accuracy of most existing works are over 80 percent. However, these models are designed to predict dropout based on training data extracted from the same course, which means they are not suitable for predicting an ongoing course in real-time. On the other hand, Boyer et al. [4] applied transfer learning models to predict dropout of an ongoing course with training data from another course. This model is adaptive to the difference between the two courses. Nevertheless, we believe such difference is still difficult to eliminate in real use. Therefore, we hope the system presented in this paper can help researchers in data mining to obtain more adaptive models.

2.2 MOOC Visualization

Compared with traditional education records, the data from MOOCs have much finer granularity and contain new pieces of information. These characteristics require lots of visual encodings to assist users in finding patterns. Some studies have used basic visualizations such
as bar charts and line charts to reveal general patterns or the learner distribution. For example, scatterplots were used to suggest that longer videos and rewatching learners often exhibit higher dropout rates [19]. In another example [11], some standard visualizations such as heatmaps and stacked bar charts have also been implemented to present aggregate statistics such as the ratio of the number of certificate achievers to the number of registrants. Others have involved more advanced visual analytics methods to show the relationship among different learner communities or transitions among various actions. Brown et al. presented forum interaction networks and clustered student communities with node-link diagrams [5]. Huang et al. visualized student assignment submission networks with node size representing the number of submissions and color corresponding to the test performance [17]. Coffrin et al. [9] designed a state transition diagram to describe learners’ access transitions among different videos and assignments.

Recently, more comprehensive visual analytics systems have been developed. For example, VisMOOC [30] designed a seek diagram for analyzing video clickstream, along with standard stacked graphs. The system aligned the visualizations along the video timeline with the corresponding video, so that users could do content-based analysis. Later on, another work called PeakVizor [8] was proposed to visually analyze the interaction peaks in MOOC video clickstream with some complex visualizations designs such as glyph, flow map, and parallel coordinates. These works provide multiple interactive functions such as sorting, zooming, clustering, and users could filter among different views to find patterns from various perspectives. However, few of these studies have focused on dropout in particular, thus an integrated visual analytics system targeted on dropout is required for users to understand the reasons behind dropout behavior.

2.3 Time-series Visualization

There have been a large variety of visualization techniques for analyzing time-series data, which have been summarized in several comprehensive surveys [1, 3, 24]. The most prevalent approach to represent time is using a horizontal axis [24, 26]. Each attribute of the time-series can be further illustrated using a stacked graph layout [15]. Besides, different visual metaphors were adopted to encode certain types of temporal data. For example, Van et al. [36, 37] used a calendar display to visualize time-series which aggregated on daily, weekly or monthly basis. Dragicevic and Huot [13] used a spiral layout to represent periodic temporal data.

Besides the general techniques for time-series visualization, there have also been various visualization techniques proposed to be domain-specific tools. For instance, Wu et al. [38] proposed a glyph-based technique to visualize dynamic egocentric network. Chen et al. [7] presented the Criminal Activities Network (CAN) to extract, visualize and analyze criminal relationships in the field of law enforcement. In text data visualization, several works [10, 12, 22, 31] have been proposed based on the Streamgraph design for large-scale corpora analysis. To analyze social media data, researchers have also proposed visualization tools for detecting abnormal events [6] and analyzing how multiple topics compete with each other on social media [39]. In this paper, we extend the technique proposed in [38] to visualize the detailed learning processes of MOOC data.

3 Problem Characterization

As shown in Fig. 2, the DropoutSeer system comprises three components, namely, 1) the data manager, which cleans and preprocesses the raw data and stores the three learner activity records into our database; 2) the data model, which contains the predictive model and clustering/classification methods to greatly facilitate the process of pattern discovery; 3) the visual analysis component. This section describes the data manager component and the predictive model, whereas the following section describes the visual designs in detail.

![Figure 2: The overview of DropoutSeer system. (a) The data manager cleans and processes the raw data and stores the data in database. (b) the data model incorporates three analytical methods to further process the activity records. (c) the visualization system includes four linked views for users to perform visual analysis interactively.](image)

3.1 Data Abstraction

Provided by MOOC platforms such as Coursera and edX, learners activity log mainly contains three types of data: records of clickstream in course videos, discussion posts on course forums, and grading information for each assignment set. The records of clickstream can be further categorized into play, pause, seek (i.e., jump from one timestamp to another), stalled, ratechange and error. Each record is associated with a timestamp to indicate when the activity has been triggered. These three types of data are hereafter referred to as clickstream, post and assignment. Table 1 shows some general statistics of the log data for the two courses (denoted by NCH and JAVA) that will be analyzed in our case studies.

Before being input into the predictive model and the visualization system, the raw data need to be cleaned and preprocessed. For example, a play event is generated when a learner initiates a pause or seek action. Therefore, we need to find all such pairs of records and label each pair either as a pause or a seek action. In the raw data, we also find that an individual learner can generate hundreds of clicks within a second, which may be attributed to system errors. Therefore, we remove this kind of records. Furthermore, some statistics need to be inferred from the raw data. For instance, if we want to split the seek action into skip (i.e., seek forward) and rewatch (i.e., seek backward) actions, then we need to infer this action by looking at the click sequence of a learner.

After preprocessing the data, we perform a preliminary analysis of the data with our end users. Three properties of the learners log data are summarized below which guide our visual design.

**Bias of inactive learners:** Based on the data, we find nearly half of the learners initiates no records at all. For the rest of the learners, the majority of them only remain active for one week. These learners cannot be directly filtered since users prefer a general picture of the dropout rate, but they can hardly generate meaningful patterns for the reasons of dropout. Therefore, we need to keep inactive learners and highlights the active learners in our visual design.

**Sparsity of posts:** As shown in Table 1, the clickstream and assignment records significantly outnumber the post records. The interviews with our end users show that content of forum posts can accurately reflect the attitudes of learners. Therefore, clickstream and assignment are more suitable for end users to generate hypotheses, which can be validated by the corresponding posts. We also need to consider this difference in our visual design.

**Uncertainty of dropout definition:** By interviewing our end users, we also find that the definition of dropout may vary among different users. Instructors are usually more interested in whether a learner will finish a course (e.g., receive a certificate or pass the final exam). Other than this, our end users also get interested in when a learner will drop the course or whether a learner will be active in a particular week. Therefore, our visual design must be general in terms of dropout definition.
### Table 1: General statistics of MOOC courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>JAVA</th>
<th>NCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Edx</td>
<td>Coursera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of learners</td>
<td>18832</td>
<td>15232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of weeks</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of videos</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of clickstream records</td>
<td>3197422</td>
<td>1204947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of assignment submission</td>
<td>239535</td>
<td>15482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of post</td>
<td>13289</td>
<td>4683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Task Analysis

Through the data abstraction, several important properties of the data have been identified. Based on the understanding of the data, we have conducted three rounds of interviews with our end users to characterize the requirements, which are summarized as the following. While all the five tasks listed below are important for helping instructors understand the dropout reasons, only T2, T3 and T4 are relevant to machine learning researchers.

**T1. What is the general dropout distribution?** In general, our users are interested in identifying some typical dropout learner groups, and the general distribution of dropout and non-dropout learners in both predicted results and actual results.

**T2. Are there any dropout learner groups and what are the factors that affect the different groups?** Grouping is one of the most interested topics from our previous interviews. Since there are a variety of reasons for dropouts, users also wonder whether there exist some typical dropout learner groups. Also, we have extracted a number of features for dropout prediction. Based on the predicted results, users want to know which feature affects the predictive results more than the others, and which feature is useful to analyze the reasons behind dropout.

**T3. What are the learning patterns demonstrated by different learner groups?** After grouping learners based on predictive features, users demand for more detailed information about how learners behave throughout the whole course, for instance, whether their temporal behaviors such as video watching and interaction with videos relate to their assignment performances. Some active learners maintain a steady schedule and work hard every week yet cannot obtain a high score, whereas others stay active in merely several weeks but at last turn out to obtain high grades.

**T4. How do forum posts correlate to a selected learner group?** The discussion in MOOC forums is a principal approach for learners to interact with peers, teaching assistants and instructors. Such forums are often regarded as asynchronous discussion groups. The forum posts of learners within a selected learner group may greatly vary and cover a diverse range of discussion topics. Meanwhile, post records also include temporal information that may reveal some hidden patterns correlated with video watching behavior. Therefore, we need to design a view for the post records to be capable of further explaining or validating the patterns found in clickstream and assignment data of a selected learner group.

**T5. What are the learning patterns of a particular learner?** After studying grouping behavior, in a pilot interview, users sometimes find abnormal posts on the forum from a small number of learners who may drop the course in a very short time. Therefore, users want to conduct more detailed analysis on an individual level, and reason some special dropout cases with video watching, forum posts and assignment behavior. If joint analysis with coordinated timeline is provided, this would help them identify some typical dropout intention and behavior, which would benefit future adjustments on course materials or special aids for those learners.

#### 3.3 Predictive Model

In addition to the insights derived in the sections above, providing high-level metrics relevant to users’ need is our goal here. To do so, we adopt a machine learning point of view on the data and construct probability estimation of the dropout likelihood for each learner.

##### 3.3.1 Dropout Prediction Problems

In this section, we give a formal definition of dropout for the model. We say that a learner drops out at week $W$ if at week $W$ the learner has not left any activity records. Given a particular course we can define many different prediction problems. In the first week, one may want to predict learners who will remain at the end of the course. For different purposes, one may also want to predict learners who are likely to remain in the class in the week right after the prediction being made. Therefore, we call dropout prediction problem a tuple $(w_k, w_d)$ using behavioral data from week $w_k$ to predict which learners will remain in the course in the prediction week $w_d$.

##### 3.3.2 Learning a Predictive Model

We are now left with: on the one hand a completed course through which we know both the behavior of learners and the resulting outcomes (dropout status during all the different weeks), and on the other hand the dropout likelihood we need to estimate. To produce these estimates, we test the three most common classification algorithms used by the machine learning community. We give the name and a short description of the high-level idea behind each of them.

- We train a Logistic Regression [23] classifier which tries to find the optimal weights $w$ to use on each behavioral feature so that the score (weighted average of the feature values) will enable us to discriminate between learners very likely to dropout (high score) and learners very likely to stay in the course (low score). The weights are optimized and generalized to new data points using regularization.

- We use Random Forest [23], which tries to build different decision trees and then aggregates their votes to reach better performance. A decision is a sequence of binary decision that lead to a classification (dropout or active). By building several such decision trees we create different ways of discriminating samples which leads to a good performance when the prediction are averaged together. Here the number of trees built as well as the granularity of the decision are optimized.

- We also train a Nearest-neighbors [23] model which uses “close” examples in order to decide which category should be predicted for a new example. We optimize the number of neighbors used when computing the average.

The above optimization occurs when using cross-validation on the training course, which means for each algorithm we choose the above parameters that perform best on average when we train on 80% of the data and test on the remaining 20%. We choose the best model based on this cross-validation performance and use it to produce likelihood estimates.

It also should be noted that although the selected model can be applied to a different course, the prediction accuracy may decrease. Therefore, in real-world scenarios, it is better to retrain the model with the data from the same course whenever the data is available.
## 4 Visualization Design

In this section, we first introduce four design guidelines that have been summarized from the pilot interview. Subsequently, we describe the clustering method that we employ to cluster the learner groups and identify outliers. We then give a detailed description on the visual encoding for each view. Finally, we illustrate the interactions among different views.

### 4.1 Design Guidelines

We work closely with two domain experts on a monthly basis. A wide range of visual encoding decisions are considered throughout those discussions. Visual designs are formulated and decided after three rounds of opinion exchange and trials on sample data sets. We also identify four design guidelines from this iterative process.

**G1. The visual designs should be easily understood by users with different backgrounds.** Based on the previous work [41] and pilot interviews with domain experts, we realize that normally instructors do not have much knowledge in machine learning and statistical analysis. So they prefer intuitive visual designs that can be easily understood and better facilitate their exploration of the system. Therefore, the designs should have either familiar visual elements or metaphors that can be understood effortlessly. Our glyph design along the timeline is modified based on a common pie chart and the flow view has clear metaphors from daily life, which allow users to quickly understand the design and willingly use the system.

**G2. The system should provide multiple layers to present information at different levels of granularity.** Given that we have different levels of clustering for learner groups, multiple layers are required to show the information for each level. Although the layouts for those layers can be diverse, some general rules should be maintained, such as keeping the encoding consistent across all layers. Besides, it would be better if we could keep at least some hints about the previous layer after switching to another view. For example, when users perform individual analysis, the subgroup’s timeline still remains on the screen for reference. In this way, users can compare the individual activity with that of the general learners from the same subgroup without constantly switching back and forth.

**G3. The degree of user intervention should be balanced with automatic clustering methods.** Although clustering methods can group learners without any user intervention, our end users have domain knowledge about specific courses and may intend to explore a particular learner group. Therefore, a certain level of user intervention should be provided for them to perform filtering on the data for a specific group. Moreover, given that most end users do not have a clear idea of learner group clustering especially at the beginning of the exploration, our system automatically recommends some group clusters. After investigating these recommended clusters, users can further merge and split the specified subgroups.

**G4. System interactions should be familiar to end users and immediate feedback should be provided.** As mentioned in the previous paragraph, user intervention is necessary and hence various interaction approaches should be implemented in the system. Due to the fact that people usually tend to explore the interactivity of a system by trials, more familiar operations are required for end users to perform interactions more fluently, such as brushing and filtering data attributes, dragging and dropping for learner groups, and lassoing circles for selecting a user-defined cluster. After performing those interactions, immediate feedback should be provided, such as highlights and fading, which could be much beneficial for users who are not familiar with such kind of systems.

### 4.2 Clustering Method

As mentioned, one of the most important analytical tasks for our end users is to understand the learning behaviors of a certain learner group. Although the domain knowledge of users may guide them to focus on a specific learner group, locating to a meaningful group by manually filtering requires much effort. Therefore, the automatic clustering method is desired. To detect learner clusters and outliers, we calculate a feature vector for each learner, and then perform dimension reduction to allow real-time clustering. A density-based clustering algorithm is then used to locate the learner groups and outliers. The steps are described as follows:

First, a feature vector for each learner has to be defined to represent the learning behavior of the learner. Given that the feature used in the predictive model is designed for the same purpose, we simply adopt it in the clustering method. A feature set commonly used for dropout prediction [20] is applied in our case study. The detailed definition of this feature vector is shown in Table 2.

Second, we use Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), which is one of the most commonly used algorithms for dimension reduction to reduce the original high dimensions into a 2D space. To measure the similarity between two features, we test Euclidean distance, Cosine distance and Canberra distance on a real dataset, and finally select Cosine distance since it is more sensitive to outliers.

Using the 2D feature, the clustering result can be updated in real-time to allow users to select a learner group interactively and further analyze the clustered subgroups. We can further accelerate the clustering algorithm by reducing the feature set to a 1D feature. However, the 2D feature adopted by our method can already support real-time clustering. Moreover, the 2D feature will be directly used to draw a scatterplot so that users can observe the relationships among different subgroups.

We then apply DBSCAN to cluster the learners into groups. DBSCAN presents two benefits in our scenario. First, DBSCAN is less time consuming so that we can update the clustering result in real-time. Second, it can detect both outliers and clusters without requiring a predefined number of clusters. To ensure that the detected clusters are consistent with the visual similarity in the scatterplot, we simply use the Euclidean distance in this step.

### 4.3 Visual Encodings

Based on the abovementioned design guidelines and the analytic tasks that are identified by the domain experts, we design a user-oriented interface for DropoutSeer. An overview of DropoutSeer is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which the cluster view on the left presenting the learner groups, the timeline view showing weekly activities and performances of different learner groups, the flow view in the middle illustrating the forum activities corresponding to each group, and the dashboard view on the right presenting various filtering and general information.

#### 4.3.1 Cluster View

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the cluster view shows the clustering results of learner groups (T2). To identify different learner groups, we first classify learners based on their dropout and prediction results so that there are mainly four general categories: active-predicted, active-missed, dropped-predicted, dropped-missed. The general distribution of the four categories is illustrated at the top of the dashboard view (T1). Afterward, the cluster view presents the clustering results of each general category based on the clustering method that is described in Section 4.2. Given that the layout of cluster view is based on the 2D feature of the learner and MDS algorithm, we encode each learner as a dot. All dots that are related to the same cluster are highlighted whenever one of the dots is hovered on or when the cluster is selected in other views.

#### 4.3.2 Timeline View

The timeline view aims to examine those factors that affect different learner groups (T2) and the learning temporal patterns that are demonstrated by these groups (T3). Based on the clustering results, we separate different subgroups along the vertical axis and encode the temporal information along the horizontal axis. As
Discussions on alternative designs.

Several alternative designs were taken into consideration before we decided to use this pie-chart based glyph on a straight timeline. First, several layout choices have been considered to display the timeline of different subgroups. As shown in Fig. 3, we can either plot different subgroups using the same timeline (Fig. 3(a) and (b)) or stack timelines over each other (Fig. 3(a) and (b)). When overplotting each subgroup on the same timeline (Fig. 3(a)), the view can easily become cluttered, not to mention further embedding glyphs on each curve. ThemeRiver design [14], or a curved timeline has also been considered. However, in this design, the statistics for each week is a discrete number, and it does not have consistent meaning similar to that in VisMOOC [30], which corresponds to the video timeline. We have sought the opinions of domain experts, and although they consider ThemeRiver/curved design to be more visually appealing, it still could not solve the comparison problem across different subgroups. Finally, we choose the simple stacked line for the reason that it can save more space to show more subgroups at the same time, and leave all other attributes to the glyph design.

For the glyph design, we initially presented the clickstream timeline on a weekly basis to show the averaged clickstream and assignment records. At the initial stage of prototyping, we presented learner activities by day. However, we found that the majority of the learners were only active in one or two days. Moreover, given that most MOOCs release course videos and assignments on a weekly basis, separating different days in the same week would be unfruitful because one could not determine the day when highly valuable information would be provided. Upon these considerations and tests on the real dataset, we finally decided to illustrate the weekly video watching behaviors and assignment performance.

As shown in Fig. 4(c), the glyph is designed to show the learning pattern for each week. Specifically, the outer radius of the donut chart indicates the average number of videos watched by subgroup of learners and the inner radius shows the corresponding standard deviation of the same subgroup. Usually, subgroups with more active learners are more important for the analysis. Given that a glyph with small inner radius and large outer radius means the corresponding subgroup contains more active learners, therefore, the width of the donut chart can be interpreted as the confidence of the subgroup. The arc around the donut chart shows the average percentage and its standard deviation of achieved scores in each week’s assignments. A complete circle denotes a full mark while a small-angle arc indicates the average poor performance for the subgroup in that week. The small circle on the arc represents the average percentage and the two short lines denote the standard deviation. Besides, the donut chart encodes the percentage of different click actions (i.e., play, pause, rewatch and skip). Given that the horizontal line is the course timeline, each column corresponds to a consecutive week. This donut chart based glyph is considered visually attractive by our end users, however, it might be difficult to compare sector sizes of two glyphs. Given that the differences between bar charts can be more accurately observed, we have also designed a bar chart based glyph (Fig. 4(c)). Similarly, the bar chart encodes the number of different click actions, and a simplified box plot shows the distribution of the assignment scores. The width of the whole bar chart indicates the average number of watched videos. Different from the donut chart, the bar chart uses the background color to encode the confidence of the subgroup. With the bar chart based glyph, users can compare different learner groups and explore the temporal data by investigating the timeline view either horizontally or vertically. The system uses the donut chart based design as default and users can switch between these two designs. Moreover, when a single user is selected in the flow view, an individual layer will be expanded for a more detailed analysis (T5). The visual encoding of the individual layer is similar with the design of a subgroup of learners, and the only difference lies in the fact that the attributes do not need to be averaged over a group of learners.

With regard to the scalability problem, the encoding components such as color and size can be scaled favorably without losing information. One concern raised by users is that the number of meaningful subgroups may greatly vary among different courses or general groups, whereas only a limited number of the subgroups can be shown simultaneously on the screen (e.g., four subgroups are shown in our case study). To address this issue, we have tuned our clustering method so that by default the number of clusters tends to be within an effective range. For example, a clustering result with only 100 small clusters may not be effective because it is too difficult for user to identify important subgroups. We have also ranked the subgroups based on the number of learners so that larger subgroups will be shown at the top of each general category. Users can merge and split the subgroups of interest, and reverse the rankings to observe outliers. Also, when users filter along various attributes in the dashboard, the cluster view and timeline view will be updated in real case accordingly. Finally, another design concern is how to encode the assignment behavior in one week. We choose to encode the relative percentage for correct assignments instead of the absolute scores, which is mainly because the total scores for the assignment can be different from week to week and some learners who join the course later tend to finish several assignments at a time. Thus, the absolute scores may not convey as much useful information as the accuracy of assignments calculated relatively. This choice has also been confirmed with the domain experts in our interviews.
records for each video that the learners have watched by adding an extra video timeline in the glyph. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the horizontal axis of the glyph represents the video timeline, the green rectangles represent the video segments that have been watched, and the rectangles left blank represent the skipped segments. One clickstream record corresponds to a line that is plotted at the same timestamp. After testing on a real dataset, we find that this design is filled with too many details, which make the analysis and comparison of different videos, learner groups and weeks a very tedious process. The abundance of details will also hinder users from interpreting and generalizing the findings. Therefore, we only encode several integrated attributes in the glyph.

4.3.3 Flow View
The goal of the flow view is to allow users to correlate forum activities with the subgroup information (T4). As shown in Fig. 5(c), the vertical timeline on the right corresponds to the course timeline and learners from different groups contribute to the stacked bar charts whenever they release a post. The stacked bar chart shows the number of total posts each day. The three different types of posts (i.e., questions, discussions and others) are distinguished by color. Each flow in Fig. 5(b) denotes the posts from a subgroup to the timestamp indicated by the end point (Fig. 5(a)). To classify the post records into the three types, we employ the idea in an existing work [27] which classifies the posts for dropout prediction. To be more specific, we first extract lists of seed words for each type based on the course syllabus and then apply SeededLDA [18] to identify the topics of the posts. Flows are drawn using bezier curve and the control points are carefully selected so that the flows from the same subgroups are bundled together at the start point. Besides, the flows from other groups fade away when a learner group is selected.

4.4 Interactive Explorations
As mentioned in the design guidelines, interactivity is an important component in the DropoutSee system. Guided by previous works [28, 40], we have considered a wide range of interactions and selected four of them based on our design requirements. These interactions facilitate users to explore the data freely at multiple levels and from different aspects.

Filtering. The dashboard view on the right allows users to filter along all attributes used to cluster learners. The axes are lined up by default according to their importance in current predictive model. However, users can still adjust the order of the axes so that all attributes of interest will be shown at the top of the dashboard. (G2)

Highlights. Selecting and highlighting often appear simultaneously to provide users with immediate feedback (G4). For example, when a subgroup is selected in the timeline view, the corresponding flows from that subgroup will be highlighted. In this way, users can easily align the two timelines even though they are not positioned in the same direction. Similarly, when the mouse hovers on a single post in the content view, the forum flow of this learner will be highlighted in the flow view.

Elaborate. When users click on a single day on the vertical timeline, the corresponding learner flows will be highlighted and all posts in that day will be shown at the bottom of the dashboard view. The background color of the post content is consistent with its corresponding type of post in the flow view (G2).

Reconfigure. By default, the subgroups are ranked by their sizes. We allow users to merge or split the subgroups. If a user find that two subgroups are similar and can be interpreted as one, the two groups could be merged by dragging and dropping, which is quite straightforward from the users perspective. similarly, the users can also split the group into two parts by double clicking on that group, or reverse the default ranking. (G3 and G4)

5 Case Studies
To evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of DropoutSee, we conduct case studies in collaboration with the instructors who offered courses on Coursera and edX, as well as researchers in the field of predictive modeling. We deploy the back-end part of the system on our server with a 2.7GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 8GB memory PC, and the instructors could get access to the system through the web browser. In our case studies, we use the model that is trained on the data of the first month to predict the dropout rates of week five. The feature set we used for prediction is shown in Table 2. It is a commonly used feature set for dropout prediction [20]. Note that the system is flexible when the definition of dropout changes. For example, if we want to predict the dropout rates of week four based on the data of the first week, we only need to modify the corresponding settings in our data model. The data model will then retrain the predictive model based on the new training set and update the predictive results. The visualization system can directly visualize the updated data without any design modification.

Before the data can be explored in the system, it needs to be processed by the data manager and the data model. For the JAVA course used in our case study, the whole data cleaning and preprocessing take about 2.5 hours. To be more specific, the data cleaning process and training the predictive model take about 0.7 and 1.5 hours respectively, while the clustering algorithm and topic extraction algorithm only take a few minutes. Although the computational complexity is high, in practical scenarios, a daily update of the results is sufficient.
to provide users with up-to-date information. Therefore, the system can still be used for real-time analysis.

When the users explore the system, several patterns have been detected and the underlying insights are explained by the end users. We classify the major findings into three different categories and describe as the following.

In general, Fig. 1 and 6 show that the active and dropped learners have significantly different prediction accuracies. For both the JAVA and NCH course, the prediction accuracy of dropped learners is higher than that of the active learners. More specifically, the accuracy in the JAVA course is above 90% for dropped learners and approximately 50% for active learners. The NCH course shows similar patterns while the accuracy for active learners is even lower. The users also observe a clear positive correlation between the number of watched videos and learners performance, which is in accordance with the common sense that those learners who watch more videos tend to perform better in their assignments. When the users further check the clustering results, they find that the most inactive learners (e.g., drop at beginning of the course) form the largest subgroup in the dropped-predicted category. For other categories, we can see usually there are two to four subgroups and several outliers. For example, as marked in Fig. 6, there are four learners who participated in the course only on the prediction week. Therefore, They are misclassified as dropped learners.

When our users compare the JAVA course with the NCH course, a distinct difference is that in JAVA course, many learners who dropped from the fifth week came back and maintained active in the sixth week. By contrast, most learners who dropped at the fifth week in the NCH course did not come back (i.e., after week five, the size of the glyphs in the bottom part of Fig. 1 are larger than that in 6). Such difference may be attributed to the fact that all lecture videos are released to the learners before the end of the fifth week in the NCH course. In the following weeks, the students are only provided with some review tutorials and a final examination. However, for the JAVA course, another half of the lecture videos were going to be released after the fifth week, which motivates many dropped learners to return to the course. Therefore, whether a learner will come back after a whole week’s silence is largely depends on the course itself. In real-time prediction, although some learners will be labeled as dropout at a certain time stamp, there is still some probability that they will return. To further confirm this finding, the users select those learners from NCH course who had no action in the second week. As marked in Fig. 7(a), many of these selected learners come back in the third week.

![Figure 6: The screenshot of DropoutSeer system for the NCH course. The distribution of each click type are clearly different from the JAVA course.](image)

![Figure 7: Patterns found in the timeline view. (a) learners have no action for a whole week may still come back if new course materials have been released. Different from users expectation, (b) learners who have a lot of skip actions tend to stay in the course rather than (c) drop the course.](image)

### 5.1 Feature Importance of Predictive Model

The dashboard view (i.e., Fig. 1 and Fig. 6) shows that the records of the last week’s assignment just before the prediction (i.e., the feature “problem4”) are the most effective among all the features in the model. When we filter out those learners whose last week’s assignment behavior is lower than a threshold, all the other learners left will be those who keep active in the following week. During the exploration of the system, one user selects the learners who correctly answered more than 2/3 of all the fourth week’s assignments and finds that all the learners in this group are correctly predicted and they remain active till the end of the course. It is noteworthy that there is no active-missed learners and no dropped learners in this group, which means the assignment behavior right before the timestamp for predicting dropout is extraordinarily important.

### 5.2 Abnormal Learner Subgroup

In contrast to the expectations of the users, who suggest that skip action means that the learners are not interested in the video content,
most of those learners who consistently skip lots of video segments have successfully finished their courses and received high grades at the end. For each of the first four weeks, the users filter the learners in order to find all those learners whose forward seeking activity is higher than 20 times per week. From Fig. 7(b) and (c), it is intuitive that most this kind of learners belong to the active categories and demonstrate a relatively favorable performance. One possible reason is that these learners have already had plenty prior knowledge of Java and therefore they only searched for useful materials in the videos. The users further validate this hypothesis from the forum posts. Some learners introduced their learning motivation as to update their knowledge of Java. Another possible reason is also pointed out by instructors when they explore our system that it may not be the first time for these learners to watch these videos. The learners also demonstrate many skip actions when reviewing their course materials for the final examination. Hardworking learners often understand their course materials thoroughly and only demonstrate forward-seeking behaviors to arouse their memories.

5.3 Long Tail in Dropout Distribution

When the users further explore the data, they find that the distribution of some attributes (i.e., rewatch, active days and number of posts) are similar with it for the skip action. Specifically, the users cannot easily distinguish active learners from dropped ones when the attribute has a small value, but they find only active learners remain when the value is larger than a threshold. Our collaborators from the machine learning field suggests that this finding can be helpful in prediction.

6 Expert Interview with Domain Experts

We also perform in-depth interviews with five experts to evaluate the usability of our visualization system. Among them, two course instructors (CIs) and one education expert (EE) have worked with us since the initial stage and have prior experience of using our previous systems for MOOC-related analysis. These are also two data mining researchers (DRs) who have worked on MOOC data for predicting dropouts in the 2015 KDD Cup [16], and both of them have never seen our system before.

Procedure. Each interview lasted for 60 minutes. During the interviews, we briefly introduced our project and gave the participants a tutorial on how to use the system. Afterward, the interviewees were requested to explore the system by themselves. Finally, we gathered their feedback on the usability, visual design and interactions of the system as well as solicited suggestions for potential improvements.

Overall system usability. Generally speaking, all the participants were satisfied with our visualization system and regarded it as intuitive to understand and easy to use. The first group of experts (two CIs and one EE) appreciated DropoutSeer as they have longed to see the joint analysis of video watching behavior, forum activities, and assignment results. One CI commented that “we have finally joined the pieces together.” The second group of experts (DRs) who had no experience in using a visual analytics tool before were quite excited to see how learners activity could be visualized to help in dropout prediction. These researchers asked some questions about visual designs and development process.

Visual design and interactions. The MDS view was appreciated by both CIs and DRs. CI1 commented, “Clusters of different types of learners are clearer than the previous edition. Now it [the system] gives me a clear view of the subgroups.” CI2 also regarded DropoutSeer useful and commented that “It helps me to see the general distribution of subgroups quickly and I could find some outliers from this view.” He further selected those outliers and explore their detailed timeline view. He was satisfied with the capability of the system to achieve individual-level visual representation. The pie-chart-based glyph was quickly accepted and DR1 commented that “It [The glyph] is easy to remember once you understand it”. EE particularly praised the flow view and regarded it as a natural illustration of linking learners’ post threads with grouping information. The content view which linked with the flow view and timeline view was appreciated by CI2, who commented “I found the original posts quite useful. The classification of posts helped me identify valuable information. When I want to explore a post regarding learners’ questions, I can now quickly locate it in the post threads instead of checking them one by one.” Moreover, the experts appreciated the multiple interactions the system provided. CI1 commented that, “The filtering function allows me to explore the group of students in which I interested. ‘The alignment of different axes based on importance also gives me some hints as to which features to filter.’ DR2 enjoyed the merge and split functions as he used drag and drop frequently when exploring different subgroups. Besides, both the course instructors and the education expert focused on learners who are near the dropout margin while data mining researchers paid more attention to the learner groups with wrong prediction results.

Limitations and suggestions. In the post-study interviews, the experts mentioned the limitations and provided many valuable suggestions. CI1 pointed out that self-paced learning would be the trend in MOOC, but the two courses in our work were still conservative ones with course materials being updated on a weekly basis. Also he suggested that short-period courses would be another trend and thus it would become harder for us to gather enough information to do prediction. “When dealing with ongoing courses, I was wondering if the system could provide on-the-fly analysis and prediction. The learners with a high potential of dropping out in the next week must be identified, so that I could make some adjustments or offer materials to those learners who fail to understand a specific knowledge key point.” CI2 also commented, “Other than the dropout students, I am also interested in those students who participate actively in both forums and assignments yet still could not achieve good scores. Something must be done to help these students learn.”

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a visualization system named DropoutSeer to help both instructors and machine learning researchers to analyze the relationship between the online learning activity and dropout behavior of learners. We collaborated with end users of this system to extract the analytical tasks and the design rationale as well as to build the analytical system. The case studies and the feedback from the experts confirmed the usefulness and effectiveness of the system. Nevertheless, there are still some room for improvement. In the future, we plan to extend DropoutSeer in the following two directions. First, MOOCs are still in rapid development. The structure of the courses and the metric of evaluating learners continue to evolve over time. Therefore, we plan to design a more flexible analytical framework which can address this issue. For example, we can build an analytical model to detect the learning pace of learners or any periodic patterns in their learning activities in order for the time scale in the visualization system to be adapted adaptively. Second, given that some instructors and education experts only interested in the analysis of certain types of learners, instead of predicting the general dropout behavior, we also wish to devise highly targeted visualization tools that can help to build a classification model for recognizing specific types of learners.
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